The treatment of pilon fractures.
Soft tissue complications, skin slough, and superficial infection lead to deeper infection and amputation. By avoiding these complications, it is expected that better results can be obtained. Two techniques are available to do this. The first is to limit incisions and use external fixation to obtain stability. Even in these cases, care must be taken with the soft tissues. The second is a staged reconstruction, whereby stage one allows soft tissue stabilization. To this end, the fibula is plated, and transarticular external fixation is performed; this maintains anatomic length, preventing soft tissue contraction and permitting edema resolution. The second stage, formal tibial open reduction and internal fixation, is performed with plates and screws when operative intervention is safe. These methods appear to be equally effective in reducing major soft tissue complications. Surgeons should treat these complex fractures with the method with which they are most comfortable. Surgeons who feel comfortable with techniques of internal fixation are best qualified to perform open reductions. Surgeons who have experience with percutaneous fixation and hybrid external fixator application should use this method. Surgeons with limited or minimal experience with pilon fractures should consider fibula fixation and transarticular external fixation followed by transfer to an orthopedic trauma surgeon for definitive management.